Nepalese Association in Southeast America

13th Executive Committee Meeting Agenda

Date & Time: Sunday, August 12th, 2012 at 1pm (EST)

Location: Haveli Restaurant,
8465 Holcomb Bridge Rd., Suite 4001, Alpharetta, GA -30022

1. Welcome and Open - Sanjeeb. Job well done to all the 15 organizations that are working hard on their area. Great job to Tara Pun for writing a document which got published on Biswa parikrama paper to stay safeguard in the GasStation by Tara Pun.

2. Discussion/ selection of 2013 Convention Host Organizaion - We are becoming more robust on our process of selecting the city. We had two cities that have put their

3. 2012 ANMA NASeA Convention - Ram Baral, Ram Dongol
   - General Assembly agenda
   - General Assembly chair
   - Sessions

South Carolina - Mohan Bista, Bimal Nepal, Tilak Shrestha, Priti Khatri, Madhav Mainali, Dipendra Thapa, Ram Baral, Hari Bhandari, Narayan Khadka, Sagun Shrestha, Choodamani Khanal, Kumar Kc. (12)

Florida - Lila Karki, Ram Dongol, Dhana Timilsina, (3)

Not Present - Janak Baral, Madhav Dhakal. Not given - Gobinda Shrestha (3)

Abstained voting since liked both the states - Sanjeeb Sapkota (1)

Congratulations to South Carolina for winning the 2013 Convention.

4. NASeA position on AFNO - Lila Karki.
   We decided to stay neutral as of our last meeting.
   Lila Karki - We should stay with our 12th executive decision, which is we should stay out of AFNO.

5. NRN Activities - Dhana Timilsina. Thank you to NASeA from NRN since NASeA was the first one to apply. In house of delegates, we should try to increase the number of members from NASeA.

6. Nepalese Cultural Centers in different cities - Dipendra Thapa
   Krishna Bilas Pokhrel from Orlando talked about the opening of NCC in his home city. 200 Donation boxes which are being placed in Nepali and Indian business. Car raffle is also being sold to raise money for the NCC. Buy land in 5 years about 6 acres, build Nepali style building.